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Significance

Mechanisms of emergence and 
early diversification of structured 
proteins present deep and 
difficult problems in evolutionary 
biology. Here we excavate the 
deepest evolutionary history, 
found within the translation 
machinery, which is an ancient 
molecular fossil and the 
birthplace of all proteins. We 
provide evidence supporting 
common origins of some of the 
simplest, oldest, and most 
common protein folds. The data 
suggest a mechanism, that we 
call creative destruction, that 
explains at molecular level how 
old folds spawn new folds. In this 
mechanism, new folds emerge 
from old folds via gene 
duplication, protein expression, 
exploration of new folding 
landscapes, and adaptation. 
Creative destruction explains the 
facile emergence of complex 
from simple architectures in a 
funneled exploration.
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Mechanisms of emergence and divergence of protein folds pose central questions in 
biological sciences. Incremental mutation and stepwise adaptation explain relation-
ships between topologically similar protein folds. However, the universe of folds is 
diverse and riotous, suggesting more potent and creative forces are at play. Sequence 
and structure similarity are observed between distinct folds, indicating that proteins 
with distinct folds may share common ancestry. We found evidence of common ances-
try between three distinct β-barrel folds: Scr kinase family homology (SH3), oligo-
nucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding (OB), and cradle loop barrel (CLB). The data 
suggest a mechanism of fold evolution that interconverts SH3, OB, and CLB. This 
mechanism, which we call creative destruction, can be generalized to explain many 
examples of fold evolution including circular permutation. In creative destruction, an 
open reading frame duplicates or otherwise merges with another to produce a fused 
polypeptide. A merger forces two ancestral domains into a new sequence and spatial 
context. The fused polypeptide can explore folding landscapes that are inaccessible to 
either of the independent ancestral domains. However, the folding landscapes of the 
fused polypeptide are not fully independent of those of the ancestral domains. Creative 
destruction is thus partially conservative; a daughter fold inherits some motifs from 
ancestral folds. After merger and refolding, adaptive processes such as mutation and 
loss of extraneous segments optimize the new daughter fold. This model has applica-
tion in disease states characterized by genetic instability. Fused proteins observed in 
cancer cells are likely to experience remodeled folding landscapes and realize altered 
folds, conferring new or altered functions.

domain | DNA replication | tandem repeat | translation | OB-fold

The simplest and most ancient protein folds are built from a small set of supersecondary 
structures (1). The number of protein folds expanded over time to form the vast universe 
of protein function in contemporary biology (2–4). Protein folds diversified in a funneled 
exploration; there is insufficient time and resources in the universe to find novel folds by 
random searching of sequence space (5).

A fold is a specific arrangement of protein secondary structural elements and backbone 
topology (6) that incorporates information from various hierarchical levels of protein 
structure. At the base of the protein structure hierarchy, the polypeptide backbone forms 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds within α-helices, β-sheets, and loops (7, 8). At the next 
level of the hierarchy, these secondary structural elements combine to form supersecondary 
structural elements such as β-α-β or helix-turn-helix (9–12). At even higher levels of the 
hierarchy, secondary and supersecondary structural elements form globular self-assemblies 
(2, 13, 14).

The origins of protein folds and the evolutionary mechanisms of fold diversification 
pose central questions in biological sciences. How did ancient folds arise (1)? What is the 
role of the ribosomal exit tunnel and chaperones in the early evolution of protein folding 
(15)? What evolutionary mechanisms led to the diverse set of protein folds in contempo-
rary biological systems? Why did nearly 4 billion years of fold evolution produce less than 
2,000 distinct folds? Fold evolution must overcome one or more barriers (15, 16) and is 
seldom driven by point mutations (17). Numerous small stepwise changes rarely account 
for conversion of one protein fold to a fundamentally different fold (18–20). Incremental 
mutation can convert one type of secondary element to another (21) or can cause insertions 
that decorate a core structure (22).

Here, we describe a general mechanism of creation of daughter folds from ancestral 
folds. In our model, daughter folds can be different from ancestral folds and at the same 
time can inherit some elements. Fold innovation in this model starts with changes in gene 
structure that are known to be frequent. For example, an open reading frame can truncate 
(23), duplicate (24), or merge with another open reading frame (25). The product of the 
genetic transformation can be a polypeptide (Fig. 1 A and B) with a sequence that does 
not accommodate the ancestral fold. The ancestral fold can be destabilized in the new 
sequence by the absence of some secondary elements or by physical impingement between 
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ancestral elements (26). The modified polypeptide can explore 
folding landscapes that are inaccessible to the ancestral sequence(s). 
Specific stabilizing interactions in the daughter fold might be less 
probable and would only arise for some sequences.

Our model of protein fold innovation has analogy with 
Schumpeter’s model of economic innovation, called creative 
destruction (27). In Schumpeter’s model, creation of daughter 
products involves destruction of ancestral products. Daughter 
products can inherit features of ancestors but can in essence be 
different from them. The evolution of smart phones is an example 
of creative destruction (28). Elements of ancestral wired phones, 
computers, cameras, global positioning, and other technologies 
merged to create a daughter—the smart phone. The daughter 
smart phone inherited many features of the ancestors. These fea-
tures interact in specific ways in the daughter that are not possible 
in the ancestors. Smart phones created new functional niches that 
were not accessible to the ancestors. Schumpeter’s creative destruc-
tion has strong analogy to the processes of fold evolution, illus-
trating a general and accessible pathway to fold innovation. 
Creative destruction of protein folds may account for much of 
observed diversity and affords experimental and computational 
approaches to exploration of new fold space.

Here we will focus on gene fusions as initiating events in crea-
tive destruction of protein folds (Fig. 1C). Gene fusion, polypep-
tide expression, and exploration of new folding landscapes are 
followed by adaptive processes such as mutation and loss of extra-
neous segments to optimize the daughter fold. In this model, the 
folding landscape of a fused daughter polypeptide is not fully 
independent of those of the ancestral domains. Some secondary 
and supersecondary structural elements may be retained in the 
daughter fold. Creative destruction of folds is thus partially con-
servative in that a daughter fold inherits some motifs from ances-
tral folds and would also contain new elements (Fig. 1D).

Circular permutation is a common and explanatory example 
of fold evolution by creative destruction (Fig. 1 A–D). Two pro-
teins related by circular permutation differ by connections 
between secondary elements, but otherwise appear conserved. 
Differences in circularly permuted ancestral (Fig. 1A) and daugh-
ter protein folds (Fig. 1D) might be interpreted to suggest that 
change is accomplished simply by rearrangements of linkages 
between secondary structural elements. That mechanism, at the 
polypeptide level, has been observed only in concanavalin A 
(29). The majority of circularly permuted proteins in nature were 
generated by evolutionary processes that involve gene duplica-
tion (21, 30) and expression of fused polypeptides with remod-
eled folding landscapes. A fused polypeptide can partially 
conserve secondary and supersecondary structural elements 
during folding (Fig. 1C). Ancestral folds are partially destroyed 
during circular permutation.

Here we document creative destruction of the ancestral fold of 
the zinc-binding ribosomal protein uL33, to give a circularly per-
muted variant (31). The mechanism entails internal duplication 
of the uL33 gene (Fig. 2B), fold destruction (Fig. 2C), fold crea-
tion (in a remodeled landscape), and adaptation (Fig. 2D). The 
secondary elements of the two ancestors are semi-conserved in the 
daughter fold (half of them are conserved and the other half are 
lost, Fig. 2D).

We provide support, on the level of sequence and three-dimen-
sional (3D) structure, for creative destruction of protein folds. 
Our focus is on some of the oldest, simplest, and most ubiquitous 
folds in biology. Vestiges of creative destruction are observed by 
comparisons of three ancient β-barrel folds (Fig. 3): Scr kinase 
family homology 3 (SH3); oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-bind-
ing (OB) (32); and cradle loop barrel (CLB) (33). We use CLB 
to refer to the Alanine Racemase C topology of the CLB fold (34). 
Proteins with SH3, OB, and CLB folds are found in central 
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Fig. 1. Creative destruction. Top: Creative destruction as a mechanism of circular permutation; genes fuse, an ancestral fold is destroyed, and a daughter fold 
is created. This figure shows, in three-dimensions, (A) an ancestral fold (PDB: 5YYA), (B) the notional ancestral folds of the fused polypeptide (PDB: 5YYA), (C) the 
immature daughter fold of the fused polypeptide in which parts of the ancestral folds and some secondary elements have been destroyed and an immature 
daughter fold has been created (PDB: 7D4A, edited), and (D) the mature daughter fold (PDB: 7D4A), which has inherited some but not all supersecondary 
elements of the ancestors.
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metabolic processes and throughout the translation system, 
including in ribosomal proteins, translation factors, and aminoacyl 
transfer RNA (tRNA) synthetases. Our results suggest that creative 
destruction is a mechanism of circular permutation and also 
explains common ancestry of SH3, OB, and CLB folds.

Results

3D structures of proteins are generally more conserved over 
evolution than their sequences (35, 36). Exceptions to this 
pattern are sequences that are conserved between proteins with 
different 3D structures and are called cross-fold sequence sim-
ilarities. Cross-fold sequence similarities are considered evi-
dence of fold evolution (10, 21, 37, 38). The probability of 
two unrelated proteins having significantly similar sequences 
just by chance is extremely low; thus, we use sequence similarity 

to identify shared ancestry between proteins both globally and 
locally (39–41).

To maximize the sensitivity of our sequence comparisons, we 
used protein sequence profiles (37) instead of single sequences (see 
Methods and SI Appendix, Fig. S1.) Protein sequence profiles cap-
ture the distribution of conserved and non-conserved positions 
across a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) with high sensitivity, 
allowing inference of homology with weak signals. The HHalign 
score is an estimated probability of homology between a query 
and a template profile (42). Here, we infer homology if a pair of 
profiles shares HHalign scores higher than 60% and E-values bet-
ter than 5×10−5. These cut-off values have been used previously 
for identification of ancestral relationships between folds (43).

We have detected significant sequence similarity within and 
between SH3, OB, and CLB proteins (Fig. 3). In several instances, 
global homology between two sequence profiles is inferred by way 
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Fig. 2. Topological representation of circular permutation of ribosomal protein uL33 by creative destruction. (A) An ancestral uL33 fold, (B) the notional ancestral 
folds of two fused uL33 polypeptides, (C) the immature refolded daughterof uL33, and (D) mature circularly permuted daughter fold of uL33. A duplication of 
β1aβ2aβ3aβ4a gives the fused polypeptide β1aβ2aβ3aβ4a -- β1aβ2aβ3aβ4a, (where -- is a linker). The circles represent zinc ions. Strands are selectively shaded to 
facilitate tracking through the creative destruction process. The fused polypeptide folds in a new landscape and resolves by adaption. The dashed secondary 
elements are lost in the mature daughter fold. The ancestral folds of the fused polypeptide are included in the schematic to illustrate destruction of the ancestral 
folds and inherence of some ancestral secondary motifs.

A B C

Fig. 3. Structures of SH3, OB, and CLB folds. (A) Structure of an SH3 fold (PDB: 1NZ9, chain A). (B) Structure of an OB fold (PDB: 2OQK, chain A). (C) Structure 
of a CLB fold (PDB: 4B43, chain A). SH3 and OB are five-stranded β-barrels, and CLB is a six-stranded β-barrel. GD: GD-box motif (described in the Results). The 
color scheme suggests common ancestry.

http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2207897119#supplementary-materials
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of homology to a common third sequence (38). This relationship 
is called transitivity (39). Globally, similar sequence profiles also 
display global structure similarity, as revealed by template mode-
ling (TM)-scores (44) above 0.5 (SI Appendix, Tables S1-S3).

In some cases, distinct folds reveal multiple regions of cross-fold 
sequence similarity that are permuted relative to each other. The 
patterns of permuted cross-fold sequence similarities between 
distinct representatives of SH3, OB, and CLB folds are consistent 
with, and provide strong support for, creative destruction as a 
mechanism of fold evolution.

In addition to cross-fold sequence similarity, we analyze struc-
tural similarity. Shared structural motifs between SH3, OB and 
CLB folds include β-sheets, β-hairpins, and GD-box (45, 46). 
The GD-box motif contains a β-strand connected to a loop by a 
β-turn and portions of a second non-contiguous β-strand (45). A 
GD-box is stabilized by a network of hydrogen bonds and is char-
acterized in part by the amino acid sequence ΨxΨxxGρxΨxΨ, 
where G is glycine, Ψ is aliphatic, ρ is polar, and x is anything.

To understand and explain similarities, we employ a reduced rep-
resentation of 3D structure. In this representation, 1) α refers to an 
α-helix, β refers to a β-strand, and L refers to a loop; 2) the number 
following an α or β indicates the relative position in the sequence, 
N to C; 3) fold is indicated for each α-helix, β-strand, or loop by O, 
S, or C as αO or βO or LO (indicates OB fold), αS or βS or LS (indicates 
SH3), or αC or βC or LC (indicates CLB); 4) L is only specified for 
loops that display cross-fold sequence similarity to an α-helix or a 
β-strand; 5) βGD indicates a GD-box; 6) “--” refers to a linker between 
two domains; and 6) “~” indicates cross-fold sequence similarity 
between secondary elements. For example, β1O~β3S indicates that 
the first β-strand of an OB fold protein has sequence similarity with 
the third β-strand of an SH3 fold protein.

SH3 and OB Folds. SH3 and OB folds are both five-stranded 
β-barrels with two antiparallel β-sheets (32). Although the topologis 
of SH3 and OB folds differ, the β-strands and some of the connective 
elements overlay in three dimensions (46–48). SH3 and OB folds 
share two regions of cross-fold similarity. One region of cross-
fold sequence similarity corresponds to β2Sβ3Sβ4S~β1Oβ2Oβ3O 
(Fig. 4E), and the second region of cross-fold sequence similarity 
corresponds to β1GD

S β2S~β4GD
O β5O (Fig. 4F).

Cross-fold similarities between ribosomal proteins aS4 and uL2. 
Cross-fold sequence similarity is seen between ribosomal protein 
aS4 (an SH3 fold) and ribosomal protein uL2 (an OB fold). 
These two ribosomal proteins share one region of sequence 
(HHalign score 64%, E-value 6.5×10−5) and structure similarity 
in the antiparallel β-sheet β2Sβ3Sβ4S~β1Oβ2Oβ3O (Fig. 4E and 
SI Appendix, Table S4).
Cross-fold similarities between proteins RUVBL2 and MscS. Cross-
fold sequence similarity is seen in the MscS (SH3) and RUVBL2 
(OB) (Fig. 4F and SI Appendix, Table S4). The region of similarity 
is β1GD

Sβ2S~β4GD
Oβ5O (HHalign score 85%, E-value 5.8×10−6).

Creative destruction of SH3 generates OB. Homology relationships 
between SH3 folds and OB folds can be generalized. uL2 and 
aS4 (β2Sβ3Sβ4S~β1Oβ2Oβ3O) as well as RUVBL2 and MscS 
(β1GD

Sβ2S~β4GD
Oβ5O) share cross-fold sequence similarities. 

Additionally, we identified transitive homology relationships: 
1) between the SH3 fold of aS4 and the SH3 fold of MscS  
(SI Appendix, Table S1) and 2) between the OB fold of uL2 and the 
OB fold of RUVBL2 (SI Appendix, Table S2). Thus, accounting 
for both cross-fold sequence similarity and transitive homology, 
the general relationship between SH3 and OB folds is as follows: 
1) β1Oβ2Oβ3O is homologous to β2Sβ3Sβ4S; 2) β4GD

Oβ5O is 
homologous to β1GD

Sβ2S; and 3) the GD-box motifs in β4GD
O 

and in β1GD
S are homologous.

The patterns of cross-fold sequence similarity, topology, motif 
conservation, and 3D structure similarity between SH3 and OB 
support the creative destruction mechanism of fold evolution 
(Fig. 4 A–D, SI Appendix, Fig. S2). A duplication of 
β1GD

1β2Sβ3Sβ4Sβ5S yields the fused polypeptide β1GD
Sβ2S 

β3Sβ4Sβ5S -- β1GD
Sβ2Sβ3Sβ4Sβ5S. In our formalism, the genes 

fuse, the fused polypeptide collapses, initially to the ancestral folds 
(Fig. 4B), then acquires an immature daughter fold (Fig. 4C) and 
adapts to establish the mature daughter fold (Fig. 4D). The col-
lapse of the fused polypeptides to the ancestral folds is a formalism 
and is shown for illustrative purposes only; the fused polypeptide 
may collapse directly to the immature daughter fold. Creative 
destruction is supported by cross-fold sequence similarities 
β1O~β2S, β2O~β3S, β3O~β4S, β4GD

O~β1GD
S, β5O~β2S (Fig. 4 E 

and F). The model is supported by structural prediction by 
AlphaFold (49). The fused polypeptide sequence containing 
β2Sβ3Sβ4S--β1GD

Sβ2S is folded by AlphaFold to a five-stranded 
β-barrel fold with OB topology: β1β2β3β4GDβ5 (Fig. 5E and  
SI Appendix, Fig. S3).

The simpler topology of SH3 compared to OB and the pattern of 
cross-fold sequence similarity suggests that SH3 is the ancestor of 
OB. However, the opposite polarity, where internal duplication of an 
OB results in the emergence of the SH3 fold, cannot be ruled out.

During creative destruction, SH3 is converted to OB via a remod-
eled folding landscape. β1GD

Sβ2S in the SH3 domain and β4GD
Oβ5O 

in the OB domain have common ancestry but are contained within 
different antiparallel β-sheets. β5O is on the edge of βOβOβO, while 
β2S (similar in sequence to β5O) is on the interior of βSβSβS. The 
relative position of β5O is the same as β5S within the linear sequence, 
but not within the 3D structure. We previously observed that SH3 
and OB folds share two conserved supersecondary structural motifs: 
β1Oβ2Oβ3O~β2Sβ3Sβ4S and β4GD

O~β1GD
S (46). These conserved 

structural motifs are circularly permuted in SH3 with respect to OB. 
However, β5O and β5S are structurally different; β5O has no structural 
equivalent in SH3, and β5S has no structural equivalent in OB. Here, 
we identify cross-fold sequence similarity between β5O and β2S, 
which are not structurally conserved. Structural variability of β5O as 
well as differences in structure between β5O and β2S can be attributed 
to conformational adaptation, as part of the creative destruction pro-
cess (see Discussion).

OB and CLB Folds. The CLB fold, with six β-strands, is larger 
and more complex than the OB fold; the number of β-strands 
and linkages between them differs between these folds. However, 
commonalities between OB and CLB folds suggest ancestry via 
creative destruction. Several distinct regions of some OB and CLB 
fold proteins show cross-fold sequence similarities and partially 
superimpose in three dimensions (Fig. 5 E and F). These folds 
share one region of cross-fold sequence similarity corresponding 
to β1Oβ2Oβ4GD

O and β1Cβ2Cβ3GD
C and a second region of cross-

fold sequence similarity corresponding to β1Oβ2Oβ3Oβ4GD
OLO 

and β4CLCβ5Cβ6GD
Cα7C.

Cross-fold similarities between uL2 and bIF2. Cross-fold similarities 
are observed between the OB fold of uL2 and the CLB fold 
of bacterial translation initiation factor 2 (bIF2). A region of 
similarity (HHalign score 84%, E-value 3.9×10−6) corresponds 
to β1Oβ2Oβ4GD

O~β1Cβ2Cβ3GD
C. β4GD

O~β3GD
C have a GD-box 

motif. In three-dimensions, a β-hairpin formed by β1Oβ2O is 
similar to the β-hairpin formed by β1Sβ2S. Strand β3S has no 
equivalent in CLB.
Cross-fold similarities between initiation factors aeIF-1A and aeIF-
5B. Cross-fold sequence similarity is detected between the entire 
OB fold of archaeal translation initiation factor aeIF-1A and the 
CLB fold in archaeal translation initiation factor aeIF-5B. Cross-

http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2207897119#supplementary-materials
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http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2207897119#supplementary-materials
http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2207897119#supplementary-materials
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fold sequence similarities (HHalign score 77%, E-value 2.0×10−5) 
between OB and CLB are mapped to the following secondary 
structural elements: β1O~β4C, β2O~LC; β3O~β5C; β4GD

O~β6GD
C; 

β3O~β5C; β4GD
O~β6GD

C; and LO~α7C. A GD-box sequence motif 
is located in the loops of β4GD

O~β6GD
C.

Creative destruction of OB generates CLB. The CLB fold 
comprises a large group of folds that include six-stranded 
β-barrels with a variety of topologies (50, 51). Here we 
analyzed CLB folds of the Alanine Racemase C topology, which 
display no detectable sequence similarity to other CLB folds 
(51). The cross-fold sequence similarity of the OB fold can 
be mapped to two distinct regions of this CLB fold (Fig.  5 
E and F). Compelling cross-fold sequence similarity within 
OB folds (HHscore more than 60%, E-value less than 5×10−5, 
SI Appendix, Table S1) and within CLB folds (HHscore of 
84%, E-value 6.3×10−6 SI Appendix, Table S3) suggests that 
homology relationships between OB and CLB folds can be 
generalized as follows: 1) β1Cβ2Cβ3GD

C~β1Oβ2Oβ4GD
O; 

2) β4CLCβ5Cβ6GD
Cα7C~β1Oβ2Oβ3Oβ4GD

OLO; and 3) a 
duplicated four-stranded OB β1Oβ2Oβ3Oβ4GD

Oβ5O--

β1O’β2O’β3O’β4GD
O’LO’β5O’ (where the prime indicates copy 

2) retains the bold secondary elements, which are renumbered 
β1Cβ2Cβ3GD

Cβ4CLCβ5Cβ6GD
Oα7C in the final product.

Shared features between OB and CLB folds are consistent with 
creative destruction. This model supports cross-fold sequence 
similarities of β1C~β1O, β2C~β2O, β3GD

C~β4GD
O, β4C~β1O, 

LC~β2O, β5C~β3O, β6GD
C~β4GD

O, and α7C~LO. In the daughter 
fold, β5O and β5O’ are extruded, β3O is lost, and β2O’ corresponds 
to a loop. β4O’ forms the terminus of the β-sheet, next to β1O. 
AlphaFold (49) predicts that a sequence construct containing 
β1Oβ2Oβ4GD

O--β1Oβ2Oβ3Oβ4GD
O could result in a six-stranded 

β-barrel fold with CLB topology: β1β2β3GDβ4Lβ5β6GD (Fig. 5 G  
and SI Appendix, Fig. S4).

Discussion

Protein structure is generally more conserved over evolution than 
sequence (35, 36). The converse, sequence conservation between 
divergent folds (cross-fold sequence similarity) suggests that evo-
lution of folds (21) can in some instances outpace changes in 

F
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Fig. 4. Conversion from SH3 fold to OB fold by creative destruction. This figure shows topology diagrams of (A) the ancestral SH3 fold, (B) the notional ancestral 
folds of the fused polypeptide, (C) the immature re-folded fused polypeptide, and (D) mature daughter fold. A duplication of SH3 gives the fused polypeptide 
SH3-SH3. The fused polypeptide folds in a remodeled landscape and resolves by adaption, yielding an OB fold. GD indicates the GD-box motif. β1GD

Sβ2S are 
shaded in dark gray to allow tracking the β-strand positions during the transition from ancestral fold to daughter fold. (E) Cross-fold sequence similarity (HHalign 
score 64%; E-value 6.5×10−5; 32 aligned columns) between aS4 (PDB: 4V6U, chain AE) and uL2 (PDB: 1VY4, chain BA) corresponds to antiparallel β-strands 
β2Sβ3Sβ4S and β1Oβ2Oβ3O. (F) Cross-fold sequence similarity (HHalign score 85%; E-value 5.8×10−6; 25 aligned columns) between mechanosensitive channel of 
small conductance (MscS) (PDB: 2OAU) and RuvB-like AAA ATPase 2 (RUVBL2) (PDB: 2CQA) corresponds to β1GD

Sβ2S and β4GD
Oβ5O. Regions without sequence 

similarity are white. Secondary structural elements that share sequence similarity are indicated by the same color in both members of the pair. Curved arrows 
follow secondary structural elements that display differences in conformation between folds. (G) Predicted fold of the fused polypeptide β2Sβ3Sβ4S--β1GD

Sβ2S. 
The predicted structure has a characteristic five-stranded β-barrel structure with OB topology. pLDDT: 72.2 (predicted local difference distance test is a measure 
of local model quality, see Methods). pTM-score: 0.607 (pTM-score assesses the predicted full-length model, see Methods).

http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2207897119#supplementary-materials
http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2207897119#supplementary-materials
http://www.pnas.org/lookup/doi/10.1073/pnas.2207897119#supplementary-materials
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sequence. Here, we identified cross-fold sequence similarities 
between three ancient β-barrel folds: SH3, OB, and CLB.

We describe a general mechanism of conversion between pro-
tein folds that appears to be widely applicable and ongoing. 
Patterns of cross-fold sequence similarities between SH3 and OB 
proteins are consistent with this mechanism. It appears that the 
OB fold arose via duplication of an ancestral SH3 gene, then 
expression of a fused polypeptide with a remodeled folding land-
scape, followed by adaptation (46). Extant OB fold proteins retain 
sequence and structure imprints from ancestral SH3 fold proteins. 
The polarity (SH3 -> OB versus OB -> SH3) is not fully resolved 
here and does not affect the conclusion. However, it seems most 
probable that SH3 is the ancestor of OB.

Patterns of cross-fold sequence similarity suggest an analogous 
origin of the CLB fold. The data suggest that the CLB fold arose 
from OB gene duplication, protein expression, folding of the fused 
polypeptide in a new landscape, and adaption. Final maturation 
of the CLB fold required loss of internal elements and tuning 
mutations. Extant CLB fold proteins retain both sequence and 
structural imprints of OB fold proteins.

Creative Destruction. The combined data support a general model 
of fold evolution that we call creative destruction. This model 
explains how ancestral folds beget daughter folds. Steps of creative 
destruction are gene fusion or truncation, production of an altered 
polypeptide with a remodeled folding landscape, and adaptation 
to produce a mature daughter fold. Each of these steps is known 
to be independently accessible and relatively frequent. An initial 
gene fusion step can cause insertion of one coding sequence in 
tandem with or within another (25, 52). The two ancestral genes, 
before fusion, may or may not express stable protein domains. A 
second step is expression of a fused polypeptide. The fusion of the 
polypeptide alters the sequence and spatial context of the ancestral 
polypeptides, destabilizes the ancestral folds, and opens alternative 
folding landscapes. The fused polypeptide collapses to a daughter 
fold that differs from either of the ancestral folds.

Creative destruction is applicable beyond the examples dis-
cussed here. It can explain relationships between complex folds. 
For example, two distinct cross-fold regions of sequence similarity 
have been identified between Flavodoxin-like folds and triose 
phosphate isomerase (TIM)-barrel folds (38, 53), indicating that 

E F
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B

D
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G

Fig. 5. Conversion of OB fold to CLB fold by creative destruction. This figure shows topology diagrams of (A) the ancestral OB fold, (B) the notional ancestral 
folds of the fused polypeptide, (C) the immature daughter fold of the fused polypeptide, and (D) the mature daughter fold. A duplication of SH3 gives the fused 
polypeptide OB-OB. The fused polypeptide folds in a remodeled landscape and resolves by adaption, yielding a CLB fold. β4O~β3C, and β4O~β6C are shaded dark 
gray to allow tracking of their positions during conversion from ancestral fold to daughter fold. (E) Cross-fold sequence similarity (HHalign score 77%; E-value 
3.9×10−6; 36 aligned columns) between uL2 (PDB: 1VY4, chain BA) and bIF2 (PDB: 1ZO1, chain B) corresponds to β1Oβ2Oβ4GD

O and β1Cβ2Cβ3GD
C. (F) Cross-fold 

sequence similarity (HHalign probability 77%; E-value 2.0×10−5; 75 aligned columns) between eIF-1A (PDB: 2OQK) and aIF-5B (PDB: 4V8Z, chain CV) corresponds 
to β1Oβ2Oβ3Oβ4GD

OLO and β4CLCβ5Cβ6GD
Cα7C. Mapping of sequence similarity between OB and CLB: Regions that yield no sequence similarity are white. Secondary 

structural elements that share sequence similarity are indicated by the same color in both members of the pair. Curved arrows follow secondary structural 
elements that display differences in conformation between folds. (G) Predicted fold of the fused polypeptide β1Oβ2Oβ4GD

O--β1Oβ2Oβ3Oβ4GD
OL. The predicted 

structure has a characteristic six-stranded β-barrel structure. pLDDT: 73.4 (predicted local difference distance test is a measure of local model quality, see 
Methods). pTM-score: 0.625 (predicted template modeling score assesses the predicted full-length model, see Methods).
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these folds share ancestry. Flavodoxin-like domain sequences par-
tially align to sequences in the two halves of a TIM-barrel domain 
(53). As predicted by creative destruction, the TIM-barrel fold is 
not a replica of the Flavodoxin-like fold but is a distinct fold; some 
secondary and supersecondary structural elements of the ancestral 
fold are conserved, others have been destroyed, and some are cre-
ated in the daughter.

For simplicity, the examples here focus on gene duplication. 
However, creative destruction might be initiated upon truncation, 
deletion, or incorporation of exogenous coding or non-coding 
sequences or by stop codon read-through (54). Any genetic process 
that alters a folding landscape has the potential to spawn evolution 
of new folds.

Circular Permutation. Circular permutation has been documented 
previously in hundreds of proteins (55) including concanavalin A 
(29) and other lectins (52), saposins (56), DNA methyltransferases 
(30, 57), and zinc ribbons (31, 58, 59). Circular permutation can 
arise by two distinct mechanisms. One mechanism, seen only 
for concanavalin A, occurs at the polypeptide level (29) and is a 
posttranslational re-wiring of the connections between secondary 
structural elements: 1) the N and C termini are joined; and 2) a loop 
is cleaved, generating new N and C termini. The second mechanism, 
as proposed here, involves creative destruction and occurs on the 
gene level (30, 52). Although the results appear indistinguishable, 
the two mechanisms are fundamentally different.

Circular permutation by creative destruction results from gene 
duplication, protein expression, exploration of new folding land-
scapes, and adaptation (Fig. 1). The fused polypeptide product 
collapses to a new fold and adapts by loss of terminal elements. 
In circular permutation, the new folding landscape produces sec-
ondary elements inherited from the ancestral domains albeit with 
different linkages. Even though the ancestral domains and the 
daughter domain of circularly permuted proteins have common 
secondary structural elements, secondary elements of each ances-
tral domain are destroyed during the process. The ancestral fold 
is not accessible to the daughter sequence. The daughter sequence 
might duplicate again, prompting another round of creative 
destruction resulting in formation of another fold. Although 
improbable, this process could revert to the original ancestral fold.

We previously noted that archaeal and bacterial versions of 
universal ribosomal protein uL33 are related by circular permu-
tation (Fig. 2 A–D) (31, 59, 60). uL33 is a zinc ribbon, with two 
amphipathic β-hairpins (antiparallel ββ) linked by a zinc ion. The 
ordering of the ββ elements is switched in archaeal uL33 compared 
to bacterial uL33 (β1aβ2a~β3bβ4b and β3aβ4a~β1bβ2b). Creative 
destruction provides a simple mechanism of conversion of archaeal 
to bacterial uL33 (and vice versa). Duplication of β1aβ2aβ3aβ4a 
gives fused polypeptide β1aβ2aβ3aβ4a -- β1aβ2aβ3aβ4a. The fused 
protein collapses to a new fold, which omits ancestral elements 
β1aβ2a andβ3aβ4a, retaining the bold secondary elements to give 
daughter β1bβ2bβ3bβ4b, where β1a ∼ β3b, β2a ∼ β4b, β3a ∼ β1b 
and β4a ∼ β2b. The daughter fold adapts by loss of ancestral 
sequences for β1aβ2a and β3aβ4a.

Motif Inheritance. Fold evolution by creative destruction is best 
described as a fold-space funnel, rather than a random walk. 
Daughter folds are derived by partially conservative and readily 
accessible processes from ancestral folds. Daughter folds are 
contingent on ancestral folds and inherit sequence and structural 
elements from them.

The creative destruction model of fold evolution provides a mech-
anism of conversion of one protein fold to another and offers a basis 
for establishing evolutionary relationships among diverse folds. The 

model can potentially explain the ubiquitous distribution of certain 
motifs, such as the GD-box (45) and the Rossmann-like motif (61). 
These motifs are seen in folds that appear to be otherwise unrelated. 
The GD-box demonstrates persistence between SH3, OB, CLB, 
and other folds. This persistent motif appears to provide stabilization 
of β-barrels by bringing together a β-turn and a non-contiguous 
β-strand (45). SH3 and OB have one GD-box motif, and CLB has 
two (Fig. 3). The creative destruction model explains the locations 
of these motifs in the sequence.

Fold Plasticity. In creative destruction, a gene that encodes a 
protein with secondary elements ABCD can fuse with a gene that 
encodes a protein with secondary elements EFGH. The result can 
be a fused polypeptide with ancestral secondary structure ABCD–
EFGH. The fused polypeptide collapses in a new folding landscape 
and resolves by adaptation to daughter fold BCKG. The topology 
has been rewired, and F has changed conformation to K. Ancestral 
elements A, D, E, and H are lost. Some secondary elements of 
ancestors are retained, while others are modified or lost. The most 
frequent conformational changes are expected to be conversion 
of α-helices to β-strands and vice versa (21). Conformational 
plasticity enables the integration of folding-competent sequences 
into new supersecondary elements.

Creative destruction explains patterns of conserved and 
non-conserved sequence and structure between SH3, OB, and 
CLB folds. The data suggest conformational changes take place 
during fold evolution: β2 in an OB fold converts to a loop in CLB 
(consistent with cross-fold sequence similarity between uL2 and 
bIF2, Fig. 5E). A loop of OB converts to an α-helix in CLB (con-
sistent with cross-fold sequence similarity between aeIF-1A and 
aeIF-5B, Fig. 5F). β5 in the ancestral OB fold is absent in the 
daughter CLB fold. Similarly, β5 in the ancestral SH3 fold is 
absent in the daughter OB fold. It is possible that the ancestral 
folds were four-stranded. Alternatively, the ancestors may have 
been five-stranded, but β5 was destroyed during creative destruc-
tion, either during the fusion event or later, during adaptation.

Mechanisms of Fold Evolution. A previously proposed mechanistic 
model of fold evolution (37, 43, 62) attributes cross-fold sequence 
similarities to mobility of ancestral peptides that are smaller than 
domains and are ancestral to them. Under this model, new folds 
emerge by repetition of (63) and decoration by small peptide 
elements (10, 64). Other models suggest that fold evolution occurs 
by preadaptation, combinatorial shuffling of supersecondary 
structures and transfer of isolated folding-incompetent motifs 
between proteins (62, 65, 66).

Creative destruction is an alternative model of fold evolution 
that, by contrast, acts at the level of domains. In creative destruction, 
well-characterized and frequent genetic processes, (25) such as full-
length or partial gene duplication and gene fusion, provide access 
to partially conservative new folding landscapes. Creative destruc-
tion depends on fold plasticity, which is the facile exploration of 
new folding landscapes, as observed in protein switches (67), and 
by a tendency of many polypeptide sequences to self-associate, as 
observed in amyloid formation (68). In this model, emergence of 
a new daughter fold is prompted by the new combination of amino 
acids in the fused polypeptide and involves breaking of hydrogen 
bonds in the canonical ancestral folds and formation of new hydro-
gen bonds. Because these changes are sequence-dependent, only 
some gene fusion events may result in the emergence of a new fold.

The relationships described here include the OB domain of uL2 
and the CLB domain of bIF2, which display robust folding (69), 
and SH3 domains, which bear conformational diversity (70–72). 
Creative destruction resolves cross-fold similarities by a 
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biologically plausible mechanism and is in agreement with the 
observation that the universe of protein folds is better described 
as a network than as a tree (53, 73).

Creative Destruction in Real Time. Creative destruction is not 
limited to the genesis of new folds at the dawn of life but appears 
to be ongoing today. In many cancers for example, chromosomal 
translocations commonly cause gene fusion (74–76). Breakpoint 
cluster region-Abelson murine leukemia (BCR-ABL) (77, 78) 
and Echinoderm microtubule associated protein like 4-Anaplastic 
lymphoma kinase (EML4-ALK) (79) are transforming genes that 
produce fused proteins. It seems likely that fused proteins such 
as BCR-ABL1 and EML4-ALK experience remodeled folding 
landscapes and altered folds compared to the non-fused gene 
products. The gain and altered functions of these fused polypeptides 
might arise in part from altered folding, as described by the creative 
destruction model proposed here.

Methods

Representative SH3, OB, and CLB Domains of Proteins from the 
Translation System. We studied the evolutionary relationship between the 
most prevalent and simplest β-barrel folds within the translation machinery: 
SH3, OB, and CLB. The information for specific representative proteins (uL2, 
aS4, and aS28, bIF2, aeIF-5B) that contain these folds is summarized in Table 1. 
MSAs of these representative proteins containing orthologous proteins from 
Sparse and Efficient Representation of Extant biology (36) were obtained from 
ProteoVision (80). The MSAs of ribosomal proteins were trimmed to the domain 
boundaries as defined by the Evolutionary Classification of Domains (ECOD) 
(34), and by Phase of Ribosomal evolution (1). The MSAs for ribosomal protein 
domains (deposited in FigShare, DOI 10.6084/m9.figshare.19412180, as Files 
2–6 (81)) were transformed to profile hidden Markov models using the HHsuite 
version 3.3.0 (82).

Finding Transitive Relationships and Cross-Fold Sequence Similarity. To 
understand the relationships of SH3, OB, and CLB within and across folds, we 
searched the ECOD database (34). Profile files were retrieved from ECOD v283 
(available at http://prodata.swmed.edu/ecod/complete/distribution). An initial 
sequence similarity search to identify sequence similarity was performed using 
HHsearch with our SH3, OB, and CLB profiles as queries. To distinguish transitive 
homology relationships from cross-fold sequence similarities according to the 
hierarchical classification of ECOD, the following criteria were applied: 1) HHalign 
scores greater than 60% and E-values better than 5×10−5 within the same X-, H-, 
and T-level groups in ECOD were considered transitive homologous relationships; 
2) protein domains yielding HHalign scores greater than 60% and E-values better 
than 5×10−5 within different X-, H-, or T-level groups in ECOD were considered 
cross-fold sequence similarities.

Profiles of domains displaying either transitive homologous relations  
(SI Appendix, Tables S1–S3) or cross-fold similarities (SI Appendix, Tables S4 
and S5) were retrieved and were compared in an all-versus-all fashion using 

HHalign with default parameters (82). HHalign scores of pairwise comparisons 
were deposited in a 2×2 matrix (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).

Structural Analysis. Topology diagrams for these coordinate files were gener-
ated in ProteoVision using PDBsum (83). 3D representations of specific folds in 
the selected Protein Data Bank (PDB) files (Table 1) were rendered in PyMol (84). 
Pairs of folds displaying global sequence similarity were superimposed using 
TM-align (44). Pairs of folds displaying cross-fold sequence similarity were super-
imposed using Click (54) and manually adjusted using the pair fitting option in 
PyMol. Residues involved in cross-fold sequence similarities were highlighted 
by various colors in the topology diagrams and 3D structure representations.

Structure Predictions. Ancestral sequence reconstructions were calculated 
for aS4, MscS, uL2, and aeIF-1A (SI Appendix, Figs. S2 and S3). Sequence con-
structs were designed using HHalign alignments as reference (SI Appendix, 
Supplementary Methods). The 3D structures of these constructs (deposited in 
FigShare, DOI 10.6084/m9.figshare.19412180 as Files 7 and 8 (81)) were pre-
dicted with AlphaFold (49) in ColabFold (85) using the single-sequence option. 
An HHpred search (86) was performed to determine the best PDB model to be 
used as template. We report predicted template modeling score (pTM-score) 
and per-residue confidence score (pLDDT) for the best-scoring predictions. The 
pTM-score has a value between (0,1], where 1 indicates no predicted error of the 
full-length model (87). The pLDDT has a value between 0 and 100. Higher values 
indicate higher local structure confidence.

Data, Materials, and Software Availability. Sequence alignments and 
structure predictions associated with this manuscript have been deposited in 
the FigShare repository https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.19412180.
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